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Abstract—A number of qualitative and quantitative terms are
used to describe the performance of what has come to be known
as information systems, networks or infrastructures. However,
some of these terms either have overlapping meanings or contain
ambiguities in their definitions presenting problems to those who
attempt a rigorous evaluation of the performance of such systems.
The phenomenon arises because the wide range of disciplines
covered by the term information technology have developed their
own distinct terminologies. This paper presents a systematic ap-
proach for determining common and complementary character-
istics of five widely-used concepts, dependability, fault-tolerance,
reliability, security, and survivability. The approach consists of
comparing definitions, attributes, and evaluation measures for
each of the five concepts and developing corresponding relations.
Removing redundancies and clarifying ambiguities will help the
mapping of broad user-specified requirements into objective
performance parameters for analyzing and designing information
infrastructures.

Index Terms—Dependability, fault-tolerance, reliability, secu-
rity, survivability.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DISRUPTIONS of the operation of various major
infrastructures have highlighted the need to develop

mechanisms for minimizing the effects of disruptions and im-
proving the performance of each infrastructure. The problems
start with the composition of infrastructures. They comprise
systems that have been developed via different disciplines.
The hardware component of the information infrastructure
includes devices from all fields of electrical engineering, as the
software component includes development from all disciplines
in computer science to mention just two examples.

The integration of the products of diverse fields, including
the human component, into complex systems has created ma-
jor difficulties in the development of efficient mechanisms for
analyzing and improving the performance of infrastructures.
One of the problems can be traced to variety of terminologies
for describing performance across different fields. A designer
or user is faced with terms that may be complementary,
synonymous or somewhere in between. Thus, there is a need to
develop a common understanding of the meaning of the most
widely used terms without reference to a specific discipline.
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In the evolution of engineering design approaches, the initial
concern was whether a particular system would operate within
a set of specifications; little consideration was given to how
long the system would operate within those specifications.
Military and subsequently space applications placed great
emphasis on reliability, namely, the need for a given system
to meet design requirements for specified periods of time.
Similar needs arose as simple computer programs evolved into
complex software leading to the requirement for fault-tolerant
design. It did not take long to realize that although these
two concepts originated in separate fields, namely, engineering
and computer science, respectively, their end objectives were
similar, that is to ensure the performance of a system, hardware
in the first case, software in the second, for some specified
time intervals. This realization led to the development of
the concept of dependability as an all-encompassing concept
subsuming reliability and fault-tolerance [1]-[6]. As computers
combined with communications formed global information
networks, information security and network survivability have
also been introduced as significant design objectives. In
addition, many other concepts such as trustworthiness [2],
high assurance or high confidence [3], ultra-reliability [5]
and robustness [2] are also being used to characterize the
performance of complex systems. In [3] the observation is
made, without any detailed analysis, that dependability, high
confidence, survivability, and trustworthiness are all “essen-
tially equivalent in their goals and address similar threats”.

These terms have entered into use via different disciplines
and at different times. For example, robustness has a long
history of use in statistics and process control, survivability
was introduced as a performance characteristic for military
communications networks, and security has long been associ-
ated with law enforcement and military operations. The last
two examples illustrate the specification of performance mea-
sures with discrete physical entities, while the first one relates
performance to measurements. As information networks have
become more complex, involving hardware, software and hu-
mans, and have assumed a prominent role, it became inevitable
that performance requirements for the services provided by the
entire system needed to be established.

The concepts for measuring performance evolved along
with technology. For example, the reliability of electronic
devices led to the reliability of circuits and, eventually, to
the reliability of the entire launch operation, or, in another
application, an entire nuclear power plant. Other concepts
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have been “borrowed” from one technology and used in
another. Survivability started as a performance characteristic
of physical communications networks and has been adopted
to characterize performance of information infrastructures [7]-
[12].

Another concept that has evolved with technology is the
quality of service (QoS) which is defined in the ITU-T Rec.
X.902 as “a set of quality requirements on the collective
behavior of one or more objects” [13]. At the dawn of
digital communications, channel performance was expressed
in terms of bit error rate to be followed by quality of
service in describing the performance of packet-switched
networks [14][15][16]. With the advent of the Internet and
data streaming, the quality of service concept is also used to
characterize the performance of an application [17]-[21].

The different origins and development paths of these con-
cepts in combination with lexicological similarities raise the
question whether there is some degree of overlap among
the various terms, and to what extend, if any, there are
redundancies in using these concepts simultaneously.

This question assumes added significance, because of the
effort to develop dependability as an integrating concept that
encompasses such attributes as availability, reliability, safety,
integrity, and maintainability [3]. Although, theoretically, this
is a highly desirable goal, some practical problems arise
primarily due to multiplicity of perspectives and definitions.
For example, there are more than one definitions of depend-
ability [2][3][4][22][23]. Concepts that have been in use for a
long time and in different disciplines are well entrenched in
their respective fields and are viewed as end objectives rather
than attributes of some other concept. One such widely used
concept is reliability. Applications range from statistical data
analysis to description of performance of social systems. If
one uses the IEEE definition for reliability “ability of a system
or component to perform its required functions under stated
conditions for a specified period of time” [24], the argument
could be made that it is as broad a concept as dependability.
The term “required functions” is broad enough to cover, for
example, safety and security which are defined as attributes
of dependability.

While reliability can be specified quantitatively, safety and
security are examples of qualitative attributes for which there
is no objective evaluation mechanism. If these attributes are
to be used as design parameters, they need to be quantified.
There is no doubt that the old adage saying of Tom DeMarco:
“You can’t control what you can’t measure” is relevant in
describing these concepts and setting the basic performance
requirements [25].

Another problem stems from differences in design perspec-
tives. Historically, the focus of engineering design has been the
device, component and system in that order. The integration
of hardware and software to offer services has led to the need
for specifying performance characteristics for such services.
One could consider fault-tolerance in computing as the origin
of the service perspective in specifying performance and a
precursor to the broad concept of dependability. On the other
hand, it could be argued that quality of service (QoS) is an
equally valid integrating concept for specifying performance
characteristics for services. The set of “quality requirements”

included in the definition of quality of service could be the
same attributes as those of dependability. Furthermore, in
contrast to the evolution of engineering design from the device
to the system, namely, a “bottom up” approach, dependability
has a “top down” perspective. The result is an elaborate
multi layer tree structure encompassing both quantitative and
qualitative attributes. As one goes beyond a few levels in
the tree structure, the multiplicity of possible paths from
the root of the tree and the mixture of quantitative and
qualitative attributes present major challenges in translating
the top level dependability concepts into implementable design
specifications for a complex system.

The work described in this paper aims toward the devel-
opment of a framework for identifying a set of performance
indicators for complex systems such as an information infras-
tructure. The objective is not to propose yet another concept,
but, rather, to identify from the existing concepts the proper
subset of their intersection and to develop a common and
consistent understanding of the meaning of them. Depend-
ability, fault-tolerance, reliability, security and survivability are
used as representative examples for describing the proposed
analytical framework.

The rapid development and wide applications of Informa-
tion Technology (IT) in every aspect of human’s life have
made these performance indicators important challenges to
system users and designers. Various critical infrastructures
aim towards possessing such concepts either by embedding
them in the first development design stages or as add-on
features. Examples of these systems include defense sys-
tems, flight systems, communication systems, financial sys-
tems, energy systems, and transportation systems as presented
in [8][9][10][12][22][23].

The paper is organized as follows: In section II the five
concepts are discussed as they have been evolving. The
concepts have been analyzed from three distinct perspectives,
component-level, infrastructure and service. Described are also
the approaches followed in evaluating the five concepts and
their definitions and characteristics. This section concludes
with a description of the research framework for integrating
service and system performance requirements. Section III
examines the concepts definitions, requirements, and attributes
taxonomies. Section IV analyzes the definitions of the con-
cepts and investigates the similarities and differences between
them. Section V examines their evaluation measures. A side-
by-side comparison of the concepts is done in section VI,
followed by a discussion of some major observations. Finally,
section VII concludes with a summary and possible avenues
for future work.

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH

FRAMEWORK

A. Historical Development

New disciplines formed as a result of scientific and techno-
logical innovations which have developed their own terminol-
ogy, partly by borrowing from existing disciplines, but also by
inventing new ones. As each discipline evolves along its own
path, even terms that share the same origin assume nuances
influenced by the evolution of each discipline. To get a better
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understanding of the nuances inherent in the five concepts,
it is necessary to follow the paths they followed as they
evolved. To establish a cross-discipline reference point, one
can identify three distinct system view perspectives, namely,
(i) component-level, (ii) infrastructure, and (iii) service.

1) The Component-Level Perspective: The design of en-
gineering systems has progressed from the component level
to very large complex systems. Regardless of complexity,
system design involves planning that includes, inter alia,
design goals and specifications, trade-offs, balances between
architectures and functions, requirements and functional anal-
ysis, flow analysis, physical design, and integration along with
testing. The defining characteristic of the component-level
perspective has been the control exercised by the designer on
the structure and operation of the system regardless of size.
This reference point can be seen in transistor circuits, software
packages, mainframe computers, communication networks and
other bounded systems. Computer systems were mainframes
or midrange systems that were bounded as well as centrally
controlled and administered. This evolved from having mainly
few components or devices and then progressed to a complete
system over time.

System design is based on the use of quantifiable vari-
ables that embody the component’s performance requirements.
Thus, the concepts evolved and used in describing such
systems are mainly quantifiable concepts, such as reliability
and fault-tolerance. Historically, reliability has been one of the
essential as well as the oldest concept used in designing sys-
tems. It initially arose as a consequence to the need to ensure
that components performed their functions within specified
performance requirements that included time. The components
reliability then progressed to the overall system reliability [5]-
[26]. The advent of the space program may be viewed as the
defining moment when device reliability evolved into complete
system reliability by linking component failures to system
failure. In 1952, von Neumann, in his work on probabilistic
logic and the design of reliable mechanisms from unreliable
components laid out the fundamental principles of fault-
tolerance [27]. Subsequently, in 1967 Avizienis integrated
these techniques for detection, diagnosis, and recovery into the
concept of fault-tolerant systems [28]. As computer systems
grew in complexity and utilized in various critical applications,
fault-tolerance became a fundamental design concept and a
distinct field of study, although its origin is the concept of
reliability.

Another concept that has its origins in the component
level perspective is survivability. One of the original uses of
the concept was in the design of military communications
networks that would be able to operate reliably even if
some nodes or links were destroyed [8][11][29][30]. The
concept of survivability followed the evolution of commu-
nications networks into computer networks and information
infrastructures and became applicable to large networked
systems [12][31][32][33]. Nevertheless, the original underlin-
ing principles that applied to communications networks have
remained unchanged.

Although both fault-tolerance and survivability trace their
origins to the concept of reliability, they have emerged as dis-
tinct disciplines. Nevertheless, their shared origin in reliability

gives them some degree of overlap. In other works there are
neither disjoint nor hierarchical.

The component-level perspective may be viewed as asso-
ciated primarily with the lower levels of the OSI Reference
Model, i.e., the network-dependent layers. On the other hand,
dependability and security have been developed following a
top-down approach [1][2][23][34][35][36]. In this respect, one
may view dependability and security as associated with the
upper layers of the OSI Reference Model. In the top-down
approach, dependability and, to a lesser extend, survivability,
are viewed as unifying concepts that subsume reliability and
fault-tolerance [3][5][33][37][38].

2) The Infrastructure Perspective : The merging of com-
puters and communications to form computer communication
networks has evolved into the concept of information systems
followed by the broader concept of information infrastructure.
While information systems generally imply bounded networks
with topology, location and components specified, information
infrastructure comprises a collection of information systems
which may be connected or disjoint. Unlike the formally
planned systems that are built from the component-level
perspective, information infrastructures, such as the Internet,
grow ad hoc and unplanned. As information infrastructures are
revolutionizing the conduct of human interactions, they have
also given rise to a host of new issues ranging from reliability
of services to protection of privacy from threats posed by
governments and non-governmental actors. These threats are
inherent in the open nature of the information infrastructures
making their best advantage of these systems also their worst
disadvantage [39].

The unplanned development of information infrastructures
has not allowed the systematic application of the engineering
system design methodologies. Part of the reason is the size and
complexity of the infrastructures. As systems became more
complex and unbounded, the number of variables increased
substantially and the use of quantitative models that have
been developed from the component-level perspective became
impractical. As a result, new top-down concepts have emerged
and previous bottom-up ones revised in an effort to describe
and analyze the performance characteristics of complex sys-
tems from the perspective of the information infrastructure.

Dependability is the most comprehensive concept for mod-
eling complex systems taking a top-down approach. It is
evolving into a distinct discipline attempting to subsume the
preceding concepts of reliability, and fault-tolerance. Although
there is no universally accepted definition of dependability, the
term has been accepted for use in a generic sense as an um-
brella concept [3][37]. The dividing line can be traced to the
perspectives from which the term is defined. The component
level perspective leads to definitions contained in the ISO and
CCITT standards while the development of dependability as a
unifying concept follows a top-down approach [2][3][23]. The
latter evolved from reliability, availability and fault-tolerance
considerations [38][40][41].

In promoting dependability as a unifying concept, Avizienis
et al. [2] have developed a comprehensive set of definitions
and taxonomy. In such framework, the concepts of reliability,
availability and fault-tolerance have been assigned the role
of attributes, although viewed from the component level
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perspective they have the characteristics of complete system
performance measures.

The information infrastructure perspective has also given
rise to the concept of security. Although it is a much older
concept, its application to the information infrastructure is
relatively new and closely associated with networked systems.
The openness of the information infrastructure and the absence
of complete system design, together with the vast quantities of
stored and transmitted information have invited malicious in-
trusions and attempted disruptions. Thus, security has become
an important consideration in the operation of the information
infrastructure.

In contrast to the development of the dependability concept,
security has evolved somewhat ad hoc, particularly as a result
of lessons learnt from malicious attacks. This gave rise to the
collection of theoretical and practical models, techniques and
tools in both hardware and software [34][35][36][39][42]-[47].
These include qualitative techniques codified as management
practices, physical protection of hardware and data protection
through software. One of the pioneering groups in developing
secure information systems has been the Computer Security
Division of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) [43].

Although dependability is a unifying concept, security has
the characteristics of a complement to dependability. In addi-
tion to sharing a number of common attributes such as avail-
ability, confidentiality, and integrity, security also has unique
attributes such as accessibility, accountability, authenticity, and
non-repudiation [3][40][48]. Similarly, there are links between
security and fault-tolerance [49].

Following the top-down development of dependability, the
concept of survivability has been introduced as a framework
for developing requirements and strategies [31][32]. In addi-
tion, a rigorous definition of survivability has been defined as
the ability of a system to comply with a six-tuple of survivabil-
ity specifications [33]. In addressing the design of large scale
systems the need for assessment techniques during the various
design steps has led to the use of techniques developed for re-
liability and fault-tolerance [9][10][12][30][32]. In effect, the
approach to survivability from the information infrastructure
perspective has been merging with that of the component-
level perspective. Although the concepts of dependability
and survivability have progressed independently, they have
been found to share some common characteristics [2][12].
Similarly, there is a close connection between security and
survivability viewed from the component-level perspective [9].

From this brief review it is apparent that dependability,
fault-tolerance, reliability, security, and survivability are re-
lated as a result of their evolution and have a number of over-
lapping characteristics. In this respect, they may be viewed
more as parallel concepts rather than some being subordinate
to the others. They are neither disjoint nor identical, but
somewhere in between. What needs to be determined is the
proper set of characteristics for all five concepts.

3) The Service Perspective : Although the component-level
and infrastructure perspectives take different approaches, they
both address issues of system performance through analysis
and design. However, the infrastructure perspective has an-
other dimension, namely, an information infrastructure as a

User
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Boundary of a System

Fig. 1. Service and system attributes.

provider of services to the users of that infrastructure. One
can easily identify many such services, e.g. remote database
searches, travel reservations, etc. Although users expect some
reasonable level of performance for such services, the re-
quirements could be classified as being primarily qualitative.
With the advent of music downloads and streaming video,
the service requirements have assumed greater importance,
because the quality of service provided by the information
infrastructure affects directly the quality of the sound and
images. Thus, the infrastructure perspective gives rise to two
sets of requirements, one for the system and another for the
services.

Proper system design procedures dictate that the service
performance requirements must be mapped into an appropriate
set of system requirements. Fig. 1 indicates the relationships
among user, service and system and identifies the boundaries
between these components. In order to develop proper rela-
tions between the service and the system requirements, there
needs to be a clear understanding of the relations between
the system performance parameters embodied in the five
concepts of dependability, fault-tolerance, reliability, security,
and survivability and service performance parameters.

B. An Integrated Framework

In order to find the required relations between quality of
service and the parameters specifying system performance,
two problems need to be solved. First, quantitative attributes
need to be developed for specifying quality of service expected
by the user. Second, a set of linearly independent system
performance parameters needs to be identified. Since the five
concepts examined in this paper appear to be overlapping to
various degrees, the first step toward the development of a set
of linearly independent system performance parameters is to
clarify the meaning of these concepts and identify the proper
union of performance parameters embodied in them.

Design methodologies need to be developed in a way that
they take into consideration the advantages offered by the three
perspectives. For instance:

• One advantage of the formally planned component-level
design approach is derived from the ability to optimize
the design using measurable factors (e.g., reliability con-
cept).
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Fig. 2. System and component design perspectives.

• On the other hand, an advantage of the unplanned infor-
mation system infrastructure is that it allows for almost
instantaneous expansion of the infrastructure and the
services provided by them.

Fig. 2 illustrates a system view of these design perspectives
and the major constituent components of the term “information
system infrastructure”.

To integrate the service perspective with the component-
level and infrastructure perspectives, it is necessary to analyze
the user requirements specified at the application level and,
ultimately, map them into those of the physical layer. The
delineation between services to the users and the physical
systems that provide those services is illustrated in Fig. 3
following the hierarchical structure of the OSI Reference
Model.

1) Evaluation Approaches : The approaches used to ana-
lyze and evaluate the performance of systems are closely influ-
enced by the perspective from which a system is viewed. The
component level perspective leads to the use of quantitative
techniques for analysis and evaluation. It is a natural extension
of the use of quantitative models used to describe small-
scale components. The quantitative analysis methods have the
advantage of producing results that can be utilized to control or
compare various performance characteristics of systems or ser-
vices [42]. For example, in case of the IP-based networks, the
application or network QoS parameters provide an assessment
to the user of the performance of a specific service. Examples
of the quantitative methods are: analytical, experimental, and
simulation models, deterministic and probabilistic analysis,
algorithms and graphic analysis, weight or impact analysis,
and combinations of these techniques [25][40][50].

As the components evolved into infrastructures, the quan-
titative models required a large number of variables to
adequately describe their performance, making the use of
such models unwieldy. While the development of quantita-
tive performance measures is necessary for designing today’s
information infrastructure to allow for the mapping of the
service performance requirements into the appropriate sys-
tem requirements, there are some challenges for achieving
such measures. Examples of these challenges imposed by
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What is still needed?

Design Requirements 
 - Goals - Functions       - Specifications 
- Tradeoffs - etc.

Physical (Lower) Layer

Fig. 3. Upper and lower layers design viewpoints.

the complexity of implementing these systems include the
dynamic changes of their behaviors and the increased number
of disruptions [32][51][52].

Another source of difficulties is the evolutionary nature
of the information infrastructure. As communications and
computer technologies evolve, “legacy” systems have different
and usually inferior performance characteristics compared to
those of newer systems [8][50][53]. In addition to the prob-
lems inherent in the integration of technologies with different
performance characteristics, problems also arise due to the
changing environments for which the various stages of the
infrastructure were built. For example, although the threat of
cyber attacks did not exist in an analog communication system,
the threat of electromagnetic interference did and it continues
for the current systems.

Additionally, some of the concepts used at the component-
level approach may no longer be sufficient to address re-
quirements imposed on critical information infrastructures
that might have additional desirable features such as “Open”
and unbounded ability [22][52], mobility and flexibility [9],
integration ability and universality [9], and load sharing or
graceful degradation ability [5][33][54].

The infrastructure perspective leads to a holistic view of a
system as exemplified by the development of the dependability
concept. The holistic view has been no more successful in gen-
erating quantitative models than the component-level perspec-
tive. The dimensions of the state space of the infrastructures
are so large as to make the development of quantitative models
impractical. As a result, the infrastructure perspective leads
to mostly qualitative descriptions and analysis techniques,
such as professional experience, policies and standards of
due cares, brainstorming and documentations, graphic analysis
and label assigning, questionnaires, surveys, checklists, and
interviews [39][42].

The difficulty of quantifying performance requirements de-
veloped from the infrastructure level perspective presents a
challenge to use quantitative techniques when dealing with
top-level requirements such as dependability, security, and
survivability. Part of the reason is that these general concepts
have various performance attributes that are hard to assess.
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Fig. 4. Characterization of network metrics.

Nevertheless, objective analysis and evaluation requires the
use of measurable metrics. At the same time, qualitative
analysis techniques such as those mentioned previously also
contribute to improvements in the operation of infrastructures.
Consequently, both approaches are very important and needed
in combination to provide a better understanding, designing,
and controlling of any system [42].

A related characterization attempt for finding information
security metrics was shown by Vaughn et al. in [55] where
they depict a cross product involving what needs to be mea-
sured, why it needs to be measured, for whom it is measured,
and how it is measured. A generalization of that is used in
our quest for the concepts evaluation metrics as summarized
in Fig. 4.

2) A Cross-Cutting Approach: The five concepts exam-
ined in this paper follow a hierarchical approach in their
application to system performance evaluation regardless how
they have been developed. The component-level approach
attempts to develop performance criteria from the perspective
of the bottom-to-top structure; conversely, the infrastructure
approach is based on the top-to-bottom structure. That process
plus the fact that the five concepts have their origins in
different disciplines and have appeared at different times has
created some ambiguities as to the meaning and use of these
concepts. In turn these ambiguities make it difficult to analyze
the performance of large infrastructures using an optimal set
of performance measures.

As a first step toward that goal, the precise meanings of
these five concepts relative to each other need to be clarified. In
effect, instead of viewing these concepts from the perspective
of a hierarchical structure, the approach taken in this paper
is to view them in parallel and examine whether they are
independent (disjoint), subordinate, or partially overlapping.
The five concepts are examined in terms of their definitions,
attributes, similarities, and differences. Also performance in-
dicators for evaluating them are identified. The approach
aims to contribute toward the development of techniques for
integrating the lower layers objective characteristics with the
upper layers subjective characteristics to optimize the design
while using the user’s needs as performance requirements.
Fig. 5 below shows the research framework and the next
sections discuss it in more details.

Investigating & Analyzing their Relations 

Clarifying the Five Concepts 

Map the Characteristics into a Set of Quantifiable 
Parameters 

Definitions Attributes 

Similarities Differences

Evaluations Measures

Clarifying the System View Perspectives 

Component-level Information Infrastructure 

Fig. 5. The Framework of the research.

III. DEFINITIONS, REQUIREMENTS AND ATTRIBUTES

TAXONOMIES

This section reviews (in alphabetical order) the definitions
of the five concepts and the structural taxonomy view for each
concept using the respective attributes. For clarity, the terms
used in the specification of the attributes are also defined.
The majority of the terms are used either according to their
dictionary definitions or according to definitions that can be
found in computer networking glossaries such as the National
Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) [43] or IEEE
Standard Computer Dictionary (IEEE Std. 610) [24].

• Accessibility: Ability to limit, control, and determine the
level of access that entities have to a system and how
much information they can receive. [35]

• Accountability: The ability to track or audit what an
individual or entity is doing on a system. [35]

• Authenticity: The property of being able to verify the
identity of a user, process, or device, often as a prereq-
uisite to allowing access to resources in an information
system. [43]

• Confidentiality: Preserving authorized restrictions on in-
formation access and disclosure, including means for pro-
tecting personal privacy and proprietary information. [43]

• Fault Avoidance (Prevention): A technique used in an
attempt to prevent the occurrence of faults. [5]

• Fault Containment (Isolation): The process of isolating a
fault and preventing its effect from propagating. [5]

• Fault Detection: The process of recognizing that a fault
has occurred. [5]

• Fault Forecasting (Prediction): The means used to esti-
mate the present number, the future incidence, and the
likely consequence of faults. [3]

• Fault Location: The process of determining where a fault
has occurred so a recovery can be used. [5]

• Fault Masking: The process of preventing faults in a
system from introducing errors into the informational
structure of that system. [5]
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• Fault Removal: The means used to reduce the number
and severity of faults. [3]

• Fault Restoration (Recovery): The process of remaining
operation or gaining operational status via reconfiguration
event in the presence of faults. [5]

• Graceful Degradation: The ability of a system to auto-
matically decrease its level of performance to compensate
for hardware or software faults. [5]

• Integrity: Guarding against improper information modifi-
cation or destruction, and includes ensuring information
non-repudiation and authenticity. [43]

• Maintainability: The ease with which a system or com-
ponent can be modified to correct faults, improve per-
formance, or other attributes, or adapt to a changed
environment. [24]

• Non-Repudiation (Non-Repudiability): Assurance that the
sender of information is provided with proof of delivery
and the recipient is provided with proof of the sender’s
identity, so neither can later deny having processed the
information. [43]

• Performability: The degree to which a system or compo-
nent accomplishes its designated functions within given
constraints, such as speed, accuracy, or memory us-
age. [24] It is also defined as a measure of the like-
lihood that some subset of the functions is performed
correctly. [5][56]

• Safety: The property that a system does not fail in a man-
ner that causes catastrophic damage during a specified
period of time. [38]

• Testability: The degree to which a system or component
facilitates the establishment of test criteria and the perfor-
mance of tests to determine whether those criteria have
been met. [24]

These terms help bring attention to another difficulty in the
effort to develop quantifiable system performance characteris-
tics. It is best illustrated by the property of non-repudiation.
Does it belong to the domain of the system or that of the
users? It can be argued that a mechanism for non-repudiation
among a set of users is a property of the set and not of the
system. A similar argument can be made for the property of
authenticity. It pertains to transactions among users and it is
a mechanism for satisfying requirements on the set of users;
the system merely executes the transactions. The argument
whether such properties are system or user properties would
be clarified with a clear definition of the interface between
system and users.

A. Dependability Definition, Requirements, and Taxonomy

There is no unique definition of dependability. By one
definition, it is the ability of a system to deliver the required
specific services that can “justifiably be trusted” [23]. It is
also defined as the ability of a system to avoid failures that
are more frequent or more severe than is acceptable to the
users [2]. By another definition in [4], dependability is a
system property that prevents a system from failing in an
unexpected or catastrophic way. Although these definitions are
all similar, we will adopt the first one for our framework.

Dependability evolved from reliability and availability con-
siderations. To remove potential confusion between the de-
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Fig. 6. Dependability Concept Taxonomy [2].

pendability and reliability concepts, dependability is used in
a generic sense as an umbrella concept, whereas the reli-
ability concept is used as a precisely defined mathematical
function [3][37].

Dependability measures the degree to which a system is
operable at any random time during a specific mission profile,
given that its services are available at the start of the mission.

Some of the dependability requirements that need to be
considered are: having no single point of failure, anticipating
all faults and making system’s design deal with all anticipated
faults by reducing its effect to an acceptance level, and
implementing fault handling methods [2][4]. The requirement
of anticipating all faults is considered a big challenge in
this discipline. In addition to that, dependability of a system
can be achieved as described by Avizienis et al. by the
joint and balanced deployment and operation of a set of
four techniques which are: fault forecasting (or prediction),
fault prevention, fault removal, and fault tolerance [2]. More
details about these requirements are described in the following
references [1][2][3][38].

Dependability is not a single property measure, but a col-
lection of related measures including some attributes such as
reliability, availability, and safety [1][2][4]. Different authors
describe dependability of a system as a set of properties
or attributes. For instance, in [1][2][3][22][57], dependability
concept includes some attributes such as reliability, maintain-
ability, safety, availability, confidentiality, and integrity where
the last three are shared with the security concept. Some of
these attributes are quantitative (e.g., reliability and availabil-
ity) while some are qualitative (e.g., safety). A generalized
view of dependability attributes along with its threats and the
means to achieve dependability are shown in Fig. 6.

B. Fault-Tolerance Definition, Requirements, and Taxonomy

Fault-tolerance is the ability of a system or component to
continue normal operation despite the presence of hardware
or software faults. A fault-tolerant system is a system that has
the capability to continue the correct execution of its programs
and input/output functions in the presence of faults [24][27].
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In a similar fashion, it aims at maintaining the delivery
of correct services in the existence of active faults [1][2].
As illustrated in the dependability definition above and the
reliability definition below, fault tolerance is considered as one
of the important means that are used to achieve dependability
and reliability [2][5][54].

There are three fundamental terms in fault-tolerant design
which are fault, error, and failure, and a cause-effect rela-
tionship that exists between them [5]. Fault-tolerant design
requires that faults be considered throughout the require-
ments definition and system design process. Since failures
are directly caused by errors, the concept “fault-tolerance”
and “error-tolerance” are frequently used interchangeably. Fur-
ther, fault-tolerance can support performability and graceful
degradation features which provide the ability to slowly and
gradually eliminate the effect of hardware and software faults
from a system, therefore, permitting the system to function at
some reduced level.

There are various techniques for achieving fault toler-
ance [2][3][5][25][58]. In general, it is realized by error
detection mechanisms followed by the appropriate system
recovery. Fault masking is another technique to tolerate faults.
Other techniques include detecting, locating, diagnosing, and
confining the faults as well as reconfiguring the system to
remove the faulty component. Reconfiguration is the “process
of eliminating a faulty entity from a system and restoring the
system to some operational condition or state” [5]. When using
the reconfiguration process, then the designer must be con-
cerned with fault detection, fault location, fault containment,
and fault recovery [5].

One way to satisfy the requirement on a fault-tolerant
system to operate correctly even after some failures of its
elements is to introduce redundancy for some of its elements.
However, it is possible for the system to attain an acceptable
level of performance even without such elements.

Fault-tolerance is a property that is designed into a system to
achieve some design goals. Although various authors discuss
different attributes of fault-tolerance, some of the most com-
mon ones are availability, performability, maintainability, and
testability [5][58][59]. Further, graceful degradation is also an
important feature that is closely related to performability. The
concept taxonomy for fault-tolerance is shown in Fig. 7.

C. Reliability Definition, Requirements, and Taxonomy

Unlike dependability and fault-tolerance, reliability can be
used as a well-defined mathematical function, specifically, as
“the ability of a system or component to perform its required
functions under stated conditions for a specific period of
time” [24]. A more precise definition is given as a conditional
probability that the system will perform its intended function
without failure at time t provided it was fully operational at
time t=0 [5]. Still another defines reliability in a similar fash-
ion as “a measure of the continuity of correct service” [1][3].

A related concept that needs to be addressed here is the
availability concept. It is closely related to reliability, and is
also defined as “the ability of a system to be in a state to
perform a required function at a given instant of time or at
any instant of time within a given time interval; assuming
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that the external resources, if required, are provided” [24]. To
clarify the difference between the reliability and availability
concepts, it is important to realize that reliability refers to
failure-free operation during an interval, while availability
refers to failure-free operation at a given instant of time,
usually the time when a device or system is first accessed to
provide a required function or service [5][37]. One can make
the case that availability is reliability evaluated at an instant.
In analyzing these concepts, availability is always used as a
priori attribute.

In order to obtain a reliable design, reliability must be
implemented into each component of the system; that is,
considering it from the very beginning of the system de-
sign [54]. Similar to dependability requirements, there are
four important features that must be introduced and imple-
mented at the starting phase of the design to achieve reliable
and available systems, namely: fault-avoidance, fault-tolerant,
fault-detection/isolation, and fault-restoration [26][54].

The attributes of maintainability and testability used in
specifying fault-tolerance are also attributes of reliability.
Additionally, although, as mentioned previously, availability
could be viewed as a special case of reliability, it is com-
monly considered as an attribute of reliability. For instance,
McCabe [50] shows that availability is needed to measure
reliability since an unavailable system is not delivering the
specified requirements at the first place. Fig. 8 shows the
reliability concept taxonomy.

D. Security Definition, Requirements, and Taxonomy

Initially, security implied physical security. With expansion
and wide-spread use of communications and computer net-
works, electronic, or more broadly, information security has
also become prominent. Security has no precise definition.
Broadly, it is the guarding or protection from unwanted hap-
penings or actions. The concept of security is closely related
to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of assets [51].

According to Neumann in his technical report [51], “secu-
rity must encompass dependable protection against all relevant
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concerns, including confidentiality, integrity, and availability
despite attempted compromises, preventing denials of service,
preventing and detecting misuse, providing timely responses to
threats, and reducing the consequences of unforeseen threats”.
Therefore, the security concept encompasses protection of
systems, networks, and their components from different mis-
appropriate actions as well as protection of information, e.g.,
protection of data and programs from inappropriate actions.
Security also entails prediction of possible threats, including
insider abuses or misuses of the system, as well as outsider
invasions or breaches. Consequently, there is much more to
security than only providing confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. Another way of expressing the concept is the
resilience of a system to any type of malicious attacks [38].

It is worth mentioning that most “legacy” systems and
networks are traditionally designed with security as an add-on
feature as opposed to being an essential integrated property
of the system design. Accordingly, security and security
policies are poorly implemented, or often weak and largely
neglected [9][32][46]. The required goal of security is to
introduce measures and procedures that preserve confidential-
ity, integrity, availability, and other attributes such as authen-
ticity and non-repudiation. Control mechanisms implement
functions that help harden the system in order to prevent,
detect, tolerate, and respond to security attacks. This is
done using both theoretical and practical approaches such as
cryptography, access controls, authentication, firewalls, risk
assessments, policies, auditing, and intrusion detection and
prevention systems as well as raising the human awareness
and training.

Different researchers assign different attributes to security.
In fact, there is no universal agreement about the expressions
used in the security literature in describing its attributes. Some-
times these same attributes are referred to as security elements
as in [35], or security services as in [60], or even security
properties and goals as in [15]. In general, these attributes are
considered as the basis for any security structures as well as
the factors used to assess the security of a system. In literature,
Reznik, [52], defines the following attributes for security:
availability of the resources or information, confidentiality,
integrity, and safety. Similarly, security has seven important
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attributes as described in [35][60], namely: accountability, ac-
cess control, availability, authenticity, confidentiality, integrity,
and non-repudiation. For our context and in a similar fashion
as the previously presented concepts’ structures, we generalize
a security concept structure as shown in Fig. 9 which brings
together all various attributes in one comparable framework.
It should be noted that when compared to other concepts,
security does share some attribute with other concepts and
at the same time it exclusively encloses other attributes.

E. Survivability Definition, Requirements, and Taxonomy

As a concept, survivability has its origin in a military
context. It has been defined as a “property of a system, subsys-
tem, equipment, process, or procedure that provides a defined
degree of assurance that the named entity will continue to
function during and after a natural or man-made disturbance;
e.g., nuclear burst” [12][61]. Variants to that definition have
been introduced to take into account expectations about the
performance of services provided by information systems as
well as the element of time. It is defined as the capability of
a system to “fulfill its mission in a timely manner, and in the
presence of attacks, failures, or accidents” [12][31][32]. It has
a single critical goal, to fulfill the mission in a timely manner.
Some definitions require full service recovery, while others
only specify mission fulfillment [12].

There is no clear understanding of the relationships between
function, mission and service. Under survivability, services
should have the capability to recognize and resist attacks,
recover from them and adapt in the presence of them in order
to diminish the effectiveness of future attacks. To characterize
a system as survivable, it is necessary, first, that the services
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performed by the system in a hostile (accidentally, or de-
liberately) environment be categorized as essential and non-
essential. Furthermore, the services expected of the system in
the presence of attacks need to be prioritized and minimum
operational levels specified. Park et al. [62] also describe
a survivability strategy that can be set up in three steps:
protection, detection, and response along with recovery. There
are five types of requirements definitions that are relevant
to survivable systems, namely: system/survivability require-
ments, use/intrusion requirements, development requirements,
operations requirements, and evolution requirements as de-
scribed by Ellison et al. [32].

The survivability concept applies to the entire system that
offers defined services and not to any specific part or com-
ponent of the system. The primary goal is fulfillment of the
mission, namely, performance of essential services rather than
full service recovery. By implication, a survivable system must
first react and attempt to recover from a damaging effect
prior to suffering complete breakdown. In other words, in a
sustained hostile environment, a survivable system can either
function with reduced capabilities, or function long enough to
perform the specified essential services before breaking down
completely.

Similar to the dependability concept, the survivability
has minimum levels of quality attributes such as reliability,
availability, safety, fault-tolerance, security, and performabil-
ity [32][51]. Prioritization of services in a survivable system
involves balancing these attributes. Following the pattern of
the previous sections, the survivability concept structure is
illustrated in Fig. 10.

IV. ANALYSIS OF CONCEPT DEFINITIONS

A careful analysis of the definitions and properties of the
five concepts indicates that there are interdependencies and
overlapping characteristics among them. Some are explicit
while others are nuanced and depend on the interpretation

of the terms used to describe them. In this section we give a
brief qualitative description of the relationships among the five
concepts, before proceeding with the review of the quantitative
measures associated with the respective attributes.

Examination of the definitions of the five terms reveals
considerable overlap at the conceptual level, notwithstanding
the claim of dependability [3] or survivability [32] to be an all-
encompassing concept. The differences among the concepts
could be attributed more to their respective connections with
the disciplines within which each concept has originated rather
than their perceived distinct characteristics.

With the exception of security, a close examination of
the definitions of the remaining four concepts reveals that
they could arguably be characterized as being synonymous
with, perhaps, some nuanced differences. Consider the terms
“performance of required functions under stated conditions for
a specified period of time” and “ability of a system to deliver
the required specific services that can justifiably be trusted”
in the definitions of reliability and dependability, respectively.
There is no logical distinction between performing “required
functions under stated conditions” and delivering “required
specific services”. The additional qualifier “that can justifiably
be trusted” does not indicate any additional distinguishing
characteristic. When a system performs (delivers) functions
(services) specified by the user, the system has fulfilled its
mission to the satisfaction of the user.

Following the same reasoning, one can identify the similar-
ities among dependability, reliability, survivability and fault-
tolerance. Fulfillment of the mission in a timely manner
(survivability) is no different from performance of required
function under stated conditions for a specified period of
time (reliability), or ability of the system to deliver required
specific services (dependability), or ability of the system to
continue normal operation (fault-tolerance). As in the case of
dependability, the additional qualifiers “presence of attacks,
failures, or accidents” (survivability), and “despite the pres-
ence of hardware or software faults” (fault-tolerance), are
of explanatory nature rather than indicative of distinguishing
characteristics that are unique to the specific concepts. On
the contrary, the definitions of dependability and reliability
contain the unequivocal requirement for the system to perform
its mission, i.e., deliver the specified services under all system
operating conditions, internal and external.

With reference to the concepts taxonomies presented in the
previous section, one can realize some common characteristics
among the four concepts, which include:

• Addressing similar threats (i.e., random or accidental
errors, faults, and failures)

• Implying similar means of achievement (i.e., fault pre-
vention, detection, removal, masking, forecasting, recon-
figuration, restoration, and redundancy), and

• Their failures can be modeled using probabilistic distri-
butions and random stochastic models

It should be noted that there is a subtle distinction between
(dependability/reliability) and (fault-tolerance/ survivability)
sets. Particularly, the former does not initially or explicitly
imply the attribute of degraded service or performability but
it implicitly uses it since it is embedded in its fault-tolerance
attribute. That is, dependability/reliability is a measure of the
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likelihood that all of the functions are performed correctly,
while fault-tolerance/survivability along with its performabil-
ity attribute is a measure of the likelihood that some subset
of the functions is performed correctly [5]. The degraded
service is vital and required for addressing the information
infrastructure adequately [9][33][50].

Security on the other hand has a special position among the
other four concepts. While in the definition of dependability,
reliability is viewed as an attribute, security is considered as an
independent concept sharing the attributes of availability, con-
fidentiality, and integrity [3]. A critical examination of security
at the conceptual level provides a different perspective. In the
classical sense, security implies construction of a protective
shell, physical and virtual, around the system. Initially, the
protective shell involved physical protection, which can be
considered as a subset of hardware security. In the information
infrastructure, it comprises, in addition to hardware, software
and management procedures. It is not difficult to argue that
“unwanted happenings or actions” is equivalent to “attacks,
failures, or accidents”, or “presence of hardware or software
faults”. Unwanted happenings is a broad enough term to
include failure or degradation of service of components or of
the entire system. Thus, security, fault-tolerance and surviv-
ability define similar environmental conditions within which
the system performs its required functions. By implication, if
the shell is effective in protecting the system, then the mission
of the system would be accomplished.

Unlike the other concepts, security in many “legacy” sys-
tems is not initially considered in the design but can be added
latter on to ensure the protection and resistance of the system
to attacks. Some important differences between security and
the other concepts include the following:

• Security mainly addresses intentional/malicious threats,
whereas the other concepts address accidental random
failures, except for survivability which addresses both
accidental and intentional threats

• Security threats are caused by human intent, thus they
cannot be modeled or analyzed using quantitative prob-
abilistic assessments[63][64][65]

• The means used to achieve the other concepts (e.g.,
fault prevention, detection, removal, etc.) are different in
implementation from the common security mechanisms
(e.g., cryptography, access controls, authentication, etc.)

• Security rarely mentions how the system can recover and
maintain its services during and after attacks [32][40].
Thus, unlike the other concepts security does not explic-
itly imply maintainability attribute

The preceding analysis of the definitions of the four con-
cepts has led to the conclusion that they are somewhat
equivalent in terms of their definitions but may differ in some
of their specific characteristics. It is argued that even if security
has no precise definition, the broadly accepted view of the
meaning of security makes it a derived or subordinate concept.
The common core of the four concepts is the requirement on
the system to perform the specified services within specified
time constraints. Since a system exists and operates in a
given environment, the effects of the environmental conditions,
including intentional interferences, must be considered in
order for the system to fulfill its specified mission.

In order to analyze in depth the relationships among the five
concepts, it is necessary to identify and compare the perfor-
mance indicators and metrics associated with each concept. A
summary of the indicators associated with each of the concepts
is given in the following section in order to provide an easy
reference for the comparison of the concepts. The indicators
are quantitative and qualitative. An objective comparison has
meaning only when it is based on quantifiable parameters.
Nevertheless, for completeness, qualitative indicators are also
included.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS AND MEASURES

Following is an overview of the major tools used in eval-
uating performance under the five concepts without reference
to specific applications or any particular environment. In
practice, performance measures are associated with specific
applications and operating environments. For example, in
the IP-based telecommunications networks, the performance
parameters for packet transfer are given by the QoS metrics
such as the delay and loss parameters which generally embody
the dependability of IP packet transfer [66]. Nevertheless,
the purpose of this section is not to give an exhaustive
review of all potential performance indicators which could
be associated with the five concepts. Rather, the focus is
on generic indicators associated with each of the concepts.
Further, a survey of some of the developed analysis models is
explored.

Since these concepts have evolved along with technology
and over different times, this section follows their development
path in order to better present their performance indicators and
measures. Historically, reliability has been the oldest concept
among these concepts. Thus, this section starts discussing
the evaluation measures of reliability. It then proceeds with
the other concepts in this order: fault-tolerance, security, de-
pendability, and finally survivability. As illustrated here, when
an all-encompassing concept evolves, it usually subsumes
the performance evaluations and measures of the preceding
concept and adds some others to them.

A. Reliability Performance Evaluations and Measures

Some of the common quantitative performance metrics of
reliability and availability that are used by various methods
and models generally include:

• Reliability, R(t), and Unreliability, Q(t), Functions
• Availability, A(t), and Unavailability, U(t), Functions
• Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF )
• Mean Time To Failure (MTTF )
• Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
• Failure Rate (λ), and
• Repair Rate or Maintainability Parameter (μ)
The mathematical developments of these parameters are

intentionally omitted. Readers can refer to various published
references that discuss the reliability calculations, models, and
methods using these parameters. Examples of these include the
Trivedi’s book [37], Leon-Garcia’s book [67], and other books
and papers found in [5][15][54][68][69].

The quantitative performance measures associated with reli-
ability have precise mathematical definitions. Reliability, R(t),
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is a function of time that calculates the probability, R(τ), of
uninterrupted service from t = 0 to t = τ . This leads to
a measure of reliability such as “mission-time”, which is the
time taken for the reliability of service to drop below a certain
level [1].

The reliability function, R(t), is also related to the failure
rate function or hazard function, z(t), which is the probability
that a component which has functioned up to time t will fail
in the next dt seconds [5]. This relation is given by:

R(t) = e−
∫

z(t)d(t) (1)

If we assume that the system is in a useful life stage where
the failure rate function has a constant value of λ, then the
solution is reduced to an exponential function of the parameter
λ given by [5]:

R(t) = e−λt (2)

This function assumes that the probability that a system
will fail by a time t follows an exponential distribution.
Although this assumption is commonly used in many system
applications, there are a number of other well-known mod-
eling schemes and probability distributions that are used to
characterize system failures (e.g., Normal distribution, Weibull
distribution, and Longnormal distribution) [15][39][67]. Some
of the most widely used reliability analysis techniques are
combinatorial models and Markov models [5][38]. Combi-
natorial models (e.g., Reliability Block Diagrams and Fault
Trees) use probabilistic techniques for enumerating the various
ways in which the system can remain operational. In contrast,
Markov models are state-space methods that allow explicit
modeling of complex relationships and transitional structures
by capturing the stochastic behaviors of sequencing of events.

B. Fault-Tolerance Performance Evaluations and Measures

Although fault-tolerance was originated in a different field
than reliability, they share the same goal of ensuring the
performance of a system. The fault-tolerance of a system
can be specified quantitatively and qualitatively by relating
it to the reliability design goals and measures [58]. The
qualitative evaluation goals are usually set by specifying some
reliability design characteristics that include fail-safe mode,
no single point of failure, and consistency specifications. In
contrast, the quantitative evaluations are usually expressed
through some of the same important reliability parameters
such as the maximum allowable failure rate (λ), repair rate
(μ), MTBF, MTTF , and MTTR.

Another important evaluation parameter in fault-tolerance
is fault-coverage [5]. It is defined as the “measure of a
system’s ability to perform fault detection, fault location, fault
containment, and fault recovery”. It is also defined as the
conditional probability that, given an existence of a fault, the
system recovers. The fundamental problem with this parameter
is that it is “extremely difficult to calculate” since it requires
defining all faults that can occur in a system. However, there
are various approaches to estimate fault coverage parameter
and the most common one involve developing a list of all faults
that can occur and, from that list, form other lists of faults that
can be detected, located, contained, and recovered from. Then

from these lists the fault detection, location, containment, and
recovery coverage factors can be calculated by finding the
fraction of each type of faults [5]. Some fault tolerance models
also use probabilistic methods as described in [2][3][40][69].

Another point that deserves pointing out here is that fault-
tolerance requires some type of redundancy which can take
many various forms such as hardware, software, or time
redundancy. Redundancy, however, can have an adverse im-
pact on the performance of a system. For example, it can
increase the length of transmitted data or increase the resource
consumption.

C. Security Performance Evaluations and Measures

As mentioned previously, security is evaluated by means of
informal and subjective assessments. There is no system-level
methodology for quantifying security or mechanisms that ef-
fectively predict the behavior of unbounded systems [38][52].
Nevertheless, lack of quantitative measures is not an impedi-
ment to securing a system. There are in fact a large number of
tools and mechanism that deal with strengthen the system and
help in achieving security as previously mentioned in section
III.D.

There are as well some attempts to evaluate the security
by comparing changes in the system strategy or configura-
tion [70]. For instance, one qualitative way to evaluate the
security of any system is to consider three important factors:
requirements, policy, and mechanisms. According to Bishop,
requirements usually describe the desirable security goals, the
policy typically deals with the procedures that need to be
taken to achieve the goals, and the mechanisms implement
the policy by using all available tools [47]. Implementing a
strict security policy, however, can affect the flexibility of a
system in adopting some short term changes.

As in the case with dependability, some quantitative and
qualitative methods and models have been developed to evalu-
ate the system security in specific environments. The emphasis
of some of these models is usually on specific attributes of
security such as confidentiality (e.g., Bell-LaPadula Model),
integrity (e.g., Biba Model), or both (e.g., Chinese Wall
Model) [47].

Also various risk assessment evaluation models have been
developed for evaluating security by analyzing the failure fre-
quencies, threats, vulnerabilities, severities, outage durations,
and countermeasures [3][15][42][65]. The common formula
for estimating risk, ρ, is:

ρ = T × V × C (3)

where T is the threat, or frequency, of a problem expressed
as a percentage, V is vulnerability or probability that a threat
will impact a system’s operation, and C is the expected cost
or damage resulting from the threat [15]. The result, ρ, is
a monetary value. Quantitative risk assessment methods are
usually (i) based on probability theory, (ii) require professional
experts to analyze the risk, (iii) require knowledge of all avail-
able controls, (iv) require quantification of all vulnerabilities or
threats, (v) and require establishment of a value for all assets.
However, these conditions are difficult if not impossible to
meet; therefore it is hard to obtain adequate risk assessment
evaluation for security [39].
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Additionally, unlike the random accidental failures assump-
tions in reliability analysis, the source of security threats
is different which also makes it hard to accurately model
security attacks using classical stochastic models. The threat
probability is not a static function and statistical probabilities
assumptions do not necessary hold. Thus, the performance
analysis can successfully be applied in computers and com-
munication systems since they are predictable; however, the
security analysis cannot effectively be realized because it deals
with humans as well as systems where the behaviors are not
predictable [3][38][63].

It is worth noting that one of the most widely used se-
curity evaluation documents produced by National Computer
Security Center, NCSC, is the US Trusted Computer Sys-
tem Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), known as “The Orange
Book” [46][52]. Its main aim is to ensure that products and
systems achieve a high degree of security. Further, there is also
the more advanced set of security evaluation standards created
by the international security community called “The Common
Criteria” [44][46]. All of these criteria were created for the
evaluation process to recognize a definition of acceptable
levels of security for computer systems

D. Dependability Performance Evaluations and Measures

Dependability is the most comprehensive concept for mod-
eling complex systems taking a top-down approach. As it was
discussed in section III.A, some attributes of dependability are
quantitative, while others are qualitative. The former can be
measured at the interface between the user and the system
providing the service and evaluated using objective criteria.
On the other hand, qualitative performance parameters can
only be evaluated subjectively by each user preventing the
establishment of a common reference point that is necessary
to comparative performance evaluation. In this respect, the
inability to measure all of the parameters that affect the de-
pendability of a design since some of them are unquantifiable
and unknown especially for large or unbounded distributed
systems, presents difficulties in the development of a rigorous
approach for the measurement of dependability [1]. In effect,
dependability, generally, is not a mathematically well-defined
concept.

However, in some cases, (e.g., for bounded systems and
when referred to as reliability and availability), it can be
evaluated using some of its attributes or combinations of these
attributes such as reliability, availability, and maintainability as
presented previously in the reliability performance evaluations
and measures section. In other words, dependability sans
the qualitative attributes can be the subject of comparative
analysis.

Although some dependability attributes have no mathemat-
ical or formal definition, mechanisms exist to help reach
specific goals associated with such attributes. For example,
there are no metrics for security [40]. Nevertheless, there are
many security models, mechanisms and policies that have
been developed in order to achieve confidentiality, integrity,
authenticity and other security attributes as illustrated in the
security performance evaluation and measures section.

Other ways to evaluate dependability are using one of the
two main approaches for probabilistic fault-forecasting. These

approaches are modeling and testing as illustrated extensively
in [3][38]. Dependability evaluation has been realized by
the computer engineering community over the past twenty
years during which many dependability evaluation tools and
models were developed. Some examples are: SAVE, SHARPE,
UltraSAN and MEADEP [2][71][72].

E. Survivability Performance Evaluations and Measures

There are several approaches described in the literature that
define, describe, and quantify methods and metrics to achieve
as well as evaluate survivability. Similar to the dependability
evaluation, survivability evaluation is not mathematically well-
defined since this concept does not refer to a measurable
sense [68]. It can be evaluated using its qualitative and
quantitative attributes especially the reliability, availability, and
fault-tolerance attributes which can be statistically modeled
using the parameters of MTTF, MTTR, MTBF, failure
rate, repair rate, and fault-coverage.

The following is a brief survey of some survivability
evaluation models. In general, there are two broad types of
survivability measures [68]. The first one is called conditional
or Given Occurrence of Failure (GOF) models which are
considered as design-oriented measures where each relevant
failure scenario is first postulated to have occurred, then an
assessment of survivability is made. An example of this class
is maintainability measures. The other one is called Random
Occurrence of Failure (ROF) models. These models depend on
the assumption that failures can be characterized by random
variables with given probability distribution functions. These
are closely related to the fields of reliability and availabil-
ity. However, similar to security evaluations, the intentional
attacks still represent an issue for survivability evaluations.

Koroma et al. [29] present a mathematical definition of
survivability by proposing a statistical model to determine
the steady-state probability, availability, and failure frequency
using Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). There is also
a summary in [11] for the most significant results of variety
of network models that can assist in the analysis and design
of survivable networks. The survivability evaluation criteria
are classified as either deterministic or probabilistic, and a
discussion of both analysis and synthesis of these criteria using
the graph theory is demonstrated.

Another similar model described by Zolfaghari et al. in
[8] where the authors illustrate two basic approaches for
survivability analysis. The first approach uses probability of
network failures and rates of repair (restore) to calculate vari-
ous probabilistic measures of network availability. The second
approach is a conditional approach, defining measures of a
network after given failure events have occurred. Nevertheless,
some limitations still exist such as not all failures can be
determined and not all intentional attacks can be modeled.

Different survivability models for distributed system are
also proposed. For instance, in [62], a discussion about
static, dynamic, and hybrid recovery models for survivable
distributed systems are presented. A comparison between
these models is presented in terms of the following tradeoffs:
simplicity, resource efficiency, adaptation, service downtime,
immunization, and robustness. Another method for enhancing
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Fig. 11. Relationship between the concepts’ domains.

survivability in unbounded systems is also introduced in [53]
which uses practical emergent algorithms.

Additionally, an experimental method shown in [73] uses a
measure of time as a prime metric to recover from component
failure as the key to network survivability. In a similar fashion,
[68] quantifies the network outages using three parameter
which are unservability (Us), duration (D), and weight (W).
The Us, D, W triple is considered the basis for measuring and
quantifying network failures and their impact on the services
and users.

VI. COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS

A side-by-side listing of the five concepts on the basis of
their definitions, goals, means to achieve them, their attributes,
and evaluation criteria is illustrated in Table I.

The preceding discussion of the concepts has revealed that
some of these concepts had existed from the beginning in the
field of system designs and they are well entrenched in their
respective fields. Examples of these are reliability and fault-
tolerance. Others, however, are new that have evolved with
technology and used as all-encompassing umbrella terms such
as dependability and survivability. The idea of decomposing
the general concepts (e.g., dependability and survivability)
into several attributes (e.g., reliability and availability) is very
helpful in this area. In a sense, the decomposition of a higher
level quality concept into the objective lower level factors
helps reveal quantitative performance characteristics.

Following is an overview of some major observations of the
concepts comparison in terms of their (i) interrelations and (ii)
common performance indicators.

A. Interrelations Among Concepts

It is clear that these concepts are related as a result of
their evolution. Different concepts have different meanings
depending on the context in which they are applied in. A
cursory look at Table I shows that the concepts have some
overlapping characteristics and some redundancies in their
use. In this respect, although they are somewhat conceptually
equivalent, these concepts when compared to each other they
are neither disjoint nor identical, but somewhere in between.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 give an overview of the relationship among
them.

With reference to Table I and Fig.11, although the all-
encompassing concepts of dependability and survivability are

Overall Goal

Survivability Dependability 

Reliability 
Availability 

Fault-
Toleranc

Security 

Synonymous

Accessibility, Accountability, Authenticity, Confidentiality, 
Integrity, Maintainability, Non-Repudiation, Performability, 
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Pre-Condition Attributes

Requirements & Tradeoffs

Fig. 12. Relationship between the concepts’ levels.

considerably equivalent in their goals and in some of their
attributes, the survivability concept places more emphasis on
the intentional malicious types of threats since it was evolved
from the security and military aspects.

Moreover, the component-level concepts of reliability and
availability are also the most commonly used objective at-
tributes among all five concepts discussed in this paper,
because they have been in use for a long time. To be able to
address issues related to the complex infrastructures such as
information infrastructure, reliability and availability features
needs to be supplemented together with some fault-tolerance
and security features. In particular, the vital attribute of fault-
tolerance that is needed here is performability, which implies
the degraded performance property; whereas for security,
preserving some of its qualitative features such as accessibility,
authenticity, and safety are essential.

Although there is some parallelism among the five concepts,
there is also some degree of hierarchy among them, as shown
in Fig. 12. In particular, the all-encompassing dependability
and survivability concepts can be placed at the top level
and all other concepts and their corresponding qualitative
and quantitative attributes can be considered as other design
requirements that assist in the overall design.

B. Common Performance Indicators Among Concepts

With the various attributes associated with the five concepts,
one can identify some of them as qualitative attributes and
some others as quantitative ones. Table II illustrates a list of
these attributes along with an indication if they are measurable
or not. A closer look at this list reveals that the measurable
attributes are in fact the common ones among the studied con-
cepts. These common measurable attribute include availability,
fault-tolerance, maintainability, and reliability. Undoubtedly,
the more measurable attributes contained in a concept, the
easier it is to evaluate the performance of that concept and
balance it with all other attributes.

The measurable attributes are in fact associated with some
quantifiable parameters that assist in determining the achieved
degree of that attribute. The preceding analysis of the evalua-
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TABLE I
SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS.

Dependability Fault-Tolerance Reliability Security Survivability
Definition and Goal An umbrella Ability to A conditional Ability to guard and Ability to fulfill its

concept defined as continue the probability that protect from unwanted mission in
the ability to performance a system performs happenings or actions a timely manner
deliver required of its tasks in its intended tasks and preserve in the presence of
services during its the presence correctly throughout confidentiality, attacks, failures,
life cycle that can of faults a complete integrity, or accidents
justifiably be trusted interval of time and availability

Means - Fault-prevention - Error detection - Fault avoidance - Interface: IDS, - Define essential
- Fault tolerance - System recovery - Fault tolerance cryptography, auditing,and nonessential
- Fault removal - Fault masking - Fault detection analysis, firewalls, services
- Fault forecasting - Reconfiguration and isolation authentication. - Define

- Redundancy - Fault Restoration - Internal: IDS, access survivability
control, authorization, services for
auditing/logging, attack resistance,
- Policies recognition,
- Awareness and and recovery.
training

Attributes - Availability - Availability - Availability - Accessibility - Availability
- Confidentiality - Maintainability - Maintainability - Accountability - Fault-tolerance
- Integrity - Performability/ - Testability - Authenticity - Performability
- Maintainability Graceful Degradation - Availability - Reliability
- Reliability - Testability - Confidentiality - Safety
- Safety - Integrity - Security
- Security - Non-repudiation (confidentiality,

- Awareness and integrity,
- Safety availability,

authenticity)
Cause of - Errors, - Errors, - Errors, - Intentional - Intentional attacks,
Threats faults, failures faults, failures faults, failures and hostile failure, and

and Evaluation - Caused by random, - Caused by random, - Caused by random, - Malicious accidents include
Criteria accidental, and accidental, and accidental, and - Failures are all potential

unintentional events in unintentional events in unintentional events in caused by human damaging events
hardware or rare eventshardware or rare eventshardware or rare eventsintent, resulting - Randomness
in software, and this in software, and this in software, and this in security can be assumed for
randomness can be randomness can be randomness can be failures which accidental faults, but
quantified or modeled quantified or modeled quantified or modeled are hard to model not for attacks

TABLE II
MEASURABLE AND IMMEASURABLE ATTRIBUTES FOR THE CONCEPTS.

Concept Attributes Measurability
No.Attributes MeasurableImmeasurable
1 Accessibility x
2 Accountability x
3 Authenticity x
4 Availability x
5 Confidentiality x
6 Fault-Tolerance x
7 Integrity x
8 Maintainability x
9 Non-Repudiation x

10 Performability x
11 Reliability x
12 Safety x
13 Security x
14 Testability x
15 Unreliability x
16 Unavailability x

tion measures of the five concepts has led to the identification
of some common quantifiable parameters associated with the
measurable attributes. The set of quantifiable parameters for

TABLE III
SET OF QUANTIFIABLE PARAMETERS FOR THE COMMON ATTRIBUTES.

Reliability / Fault ToleranceAvailability / Maintainability

MTTF Steady State Availability, Ass

Reliability Function, R(t) Unavailability, U
Failure Rate Function, z(t) MTBF
Unreliability Function, Q(t) MTTR
Failure Rate (λ) Repair Rate (μ)
Fault Coverage

each of these measurable attribute is shown in Table III. It is
worth noting that in some cases different terms are used to
refer to similar parameters. For example, the terms MTTR,
MTBF , and repair rate (μ), in the survivability terminology
are called restorability while in reliability are measures of
maintainability. In a similar fashion, fault-tolerance modeling
uses some parameters that are related to the reliability mod-
eling such as the MTTF , failure rate (λ), reliability function
R(t), and failure rate function z(t).

In fact, reliability and availability have the most quantifiable
parameters that can be considered as performance indicators
when designing any network or system. They contribute sig-
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nificantly in optimizing the design and achieving measurable
performance objectives. It should be noted that without avail-
ability none of these concepts could exist since an unavailable
system is the same as a non-existing one. Further, since all
networks and systems are subject to failure, methods for
their reliability and availability modeling and measures are
needed. Consequently, great emphasis has been placed on the
development of tools and procedures for performing reliability
and availability analysis; most have their origins in probability
theory [37].

One should realize that analysis of a design concerning
reliability, availability, and fault-tolerance usually focuses on
the accidental or random faults which are based on concerns
such as component aging or benign failure rates. Therefore,
modeling these attributes can be performed easily; hence, the
ability of optimizing the design can be achieved. However,
there is another failure cause that should be addressed, namely,
the malicious or intentional threats. These threats are mainly
associated with the security concerns. There is no accurate
statistical modeling technique available for these types of
threats due to the fact that malicious attacks do not usually
follow predictable patterns. Because the root causes of system
failure in reliability or generally in dependability context (e.g.,
random accidental failures) are fundamentally different from
the root causes of security violations (e.g., intentional attacks),
then it is difficult to accurately represent security events
using classical stochastic models [38][39]. Fig. 13 shows the
pathology of these two different perspectives.

Although they are different, an attempt to develop an
architecture with a comprehensive set of mechanisms for tol-
erating both accidental faults and malicious attacks in complex
systems is presented by Verssimo et al. [74]. The European
project MAFTIA (Malicious-and Accidental-Fault Tolerance
for Internet Applications) uses ideas from fault tolerance to
automatically detect, contain, and recover from attacks [74].

When a failure occurs, the network user may not be able
to differentiate whether the cause of the failure is resulted
from an accidental fault of an intentional attack. Nevertheless,
identifying the causes of these disruptions is sometimes essen-
tial in some cases especially when dealing with the security
concerns. For instance, it is important to determine the sources
and motivations of system threats in order to identify and apply
the appropriate avoidance, deterrence, and recovery controls.
Generally, it is difficult to differentiate and implement a
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Fig. 14. Overall evaluation sets for the studied concepts.

specific countermeasure if no clarification is performed on
specifying the differences between threats.

Although the lack of quantification and modeling in se-
curity have created some issues in design optimization and
cost effectiveness, various qualitative theoretical and practical
criteria (e.g., cryptography, access control, and policies) have
been developed to preserve the intended security attributes.

The methodology presented in this paper for comparing
concepts leads to the conclusion that evaluation of perfor-
mance of complex infrastructure requires the use of two
complementary evaluation methods, qualitative and quantita-
tive. Fig. 14 illustrates the models for this. Incorporating and
balancing both approaches is an essential task for better design
optimization, especially since pure quantitative or qualitative
evaluation measures may not be sufficient to exhaust all
different aspects of these concepts. The evaluation approaches
are categorized as two sets, namely:

• The Set of Unquantifiable Parameters: These can be
considered as input design characteristics or safeguards
that can be implemented into the system to increase
its ability to resist attacks [40]. These applied mainly
for security concerns since no real evaluation metric is
available. Examples of these are risk analysis methods,
intrusion detection systems, security mechanisms, man-
agement policies, etc.

• Set of Quantifiable Parameters: These can be considered
as initial system design characteristics and requirements
that can be incorporated and controlled into the system.
They deal with system failures such as probability of
failure, or reliability, availability, and performability as
illustrated in Table III.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed a conceptual framework
for integrating the component-level design approaches used
at the physical level of the OSI Reference Model with
the information infrastructure design and its performance
requirements as stated at the application level. The approach
involves the integration of the concepts of dependability, fault-
tolerance, reliability, security and survivability on the basis
of their definitions, attributes, relationships, and performance
evaluation measures.

Although quantifying qualitative concepts is still considered
an open issue, nevertheless, lack of quantitative measures
is not an impediment to achieving them. The comparison
methodology presented in this paper led to the conclusion that
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evaluation of performance of complex infrastructure requires
the use of two complementary evaluation methods, qualitative
and quantitative.

Regardless of how ambiguous any concept is, if a designer
wants to achieve the ultimate goal of designing better systems
with the desired services then it is important to clearly specify
the following:

• The System Requirements: that is by looking at the system
environment that we are trying to make dependable, fault-
tolerance, reliable, secure or survivable. This includes
the technical configurations, functions, specifications, ser-
vices and physical surroundings of the system.

• The Goals and Objectives: that is understanding what
you want the system to do for you is helpful when deter-
mining what features you need. The set of quantifiable
parameters are useful here.

• The System Policy: that includes the goals of policy in
terms of the five studied concepts as well as generic
management goals and descriptions for all users. The set
of unquantifiable parameters can be helpful here.

• Other Requirements and Constraints: this will articulate
common requirements and constraints that might affect
the selection of right tools and mechanisms to achieve the
intended concepts. This includes external requirements
and resource constraints.

To achieve system design optimization, these points need
to be correctly defined, properly specified and balanced.

The work described in this paper is only the first step of
a process to develop a unified design model for information
infrastructures. The approach takes into account all of the
characteristics of the five concepts and establishes a common
baseline and standardization for their definitions and attributes.
It also helps in the clarification of ambiguous terms and their
relationship as well as the mapping of subjective user-oriented
requirements into objective performance parameters.

The methodology developed in this paper can be applied
to specific systems such as telecommunication networks. In
telecommunication network engineering, these concepts are
related and closely tied to the Quality of Service (QoS). Gen-
erally, QoS is defined as a set of qualitative and quantitative
characteristics of a network that are necessary for obtaining the
required functionality of an application [66]. The term QoS is
used to measure the performance of IP networks with respect
to the transport of data.

The idea is that, within a single network, the common
attributes found in Table III are translated into the QoS
network design parameters (e.g., packet loss, delay, or jitter).
In a sense, the concepts of dependability, fault-tolerance,
reliability, security, and survivability are comparable to that of
quality of service. The term QoS encompasses many aspects
including reliability, availability, and fault tolerance. A system
level design can be optimized by mapping QoS performance
requirements at the application level with those at all levels of
the OSI model. The future work will mainly aim at mapping
the IP network QoS performance parameters (e.g., packet loss
and delay) into the application performance characteristics.
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